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EYEWEAR

Wiley X is one of the leading producers of eye protection
– goggles and ballistic eyewear. practically every year,
this company introduces to the market totally new
models or improved, redesigned versions of the old ones.
this year will be no different – several new products were
already presented during the iWA 2016 like the guard
advanced ballistic glasses.
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the rims are attached to temples – anatomically high-profile, made from the same material as the rim and designed to be a natural
extension of the rim, without distorting its line.
there is a logo of the manufacturer on the front
part, while the back has small holes for fixing a
flexible belt to fit the eyewear on head during
dynamic activities. the lower part of the temples includes rubber straps that make the eyeglasses fit well more properly. the temples are
about 3.5 mm thick.

and fogging up. Lenses are 2 mm thick. thanks
to this feature they are resistant to being hit
by fast small objects. they also comply with
ANSI-Z87.1-2003 and MIL-PRF-31013 ballistic
safetty standards. Lenses fully protect against
UVA/UVB and provide light transparency of
89% (clear lens), 53% (light rust), or 15% (smoke
gray). the material and shape of the lenses provide a very good and clear view and do not distort the image even at the edge of sight.

the shape and profile of lenses also allows the
Lenses are made from an Wiley X propertiary glasses to work fine with night vision accesso8-layer Selenite polycarbonate with t-Shell ries.
coating that provides resistance to scratches

EYEWEAR

DeSign

the Wiley X Guard Advanced is refreshed and
redesigned (or revamped if you want) model of
Wiley XGuard. they belong to Changeables line, Guard Advanced have an open-rim construction – it does not include the lower pars, so the
so eyewear with interchangeable lenses.
lenses are only attached to the upper rim and
Wiley X Guard Guard Advanced are de- the side near the bridge. the rim itself is made
signed for everyday use, mostly for all the peo- of a rather flexible plastic and has a really low
ple whose work bears the risk of eye damage. profile, thanks to which the eyeglasses perfectI obviously mean all types of law enforcement, ly fit with headwear or helmets.
particularly police officers or officers of other
services of public order. the group of users of the center part of the rim is the nosepiece
these low-profile glasses may, of course, also with two rubber pads that provide stable wear
include shooters, both amateurs, as well as ex- of the glasses on the nose. the nosepiece is
treme shooters. they can also be used by sol- fixed in a way that it is possible to move it up or
diers, but with some limitations due to their down with a noticeable resistance and palpable
design, that is, to be more specific, the open rim blockade. In this way, along with the high-profile channel in the rim, it constitutes the lens
open from the bottom and small lenses.
swapping system – when the users unblocks
the bridge (by moving it down), it is possible to
take out the lens, while moving it up block the
lens in the socket.

EYEWEAR

raBBit’S review
I have been using Guard Advanced for about six months or so – I got the glasses from the pre-production run series, so there were no elements of the mass-production set: the cover, cleaning
cloth, and an elastic strap. the Wiley X rep just gave me the glasses and three sets of lenses and
asked me for testing. I used them very often – for a long time the glasses were my basic
EDC glasses and I took them very often to the shooting range. they have a cool,
non-aggressive and slightly tactical profile, so that they can be worn with any
type of clothes (alright then, a suit will not fit, but come on...). In any case,
they are quite discrete and not too tactical.
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optical features of Guard Advanced are fine. the lenses are perfectly
profiled, the material is of high-quality, so there is no distortion and
the user has a perfect and clear view. Do they fog up? of course they
do, but not significantly and the fog quickly disappears. this is probably thanks to the new coating, but I did not notice any changes for
a half year of usage. I try to take care of the eyeglasses I use, so I do
not put them anywhere and, if possible, try to prevent them from
scratches. Probably this, and the t-Shell coating, is the reason than
my Guards have only one small scratch, and this was probably caused
by falling on the ground.
I tried all the lenses – of course, I used the smoke gray ones most
often. I wore the transparent ones like two times, and the light rust
were handy at the shooting range under conditions of poor light.
those last ones increase contrast in an interesting way but, at the
same time, they do not cause effects like yellow lenses, meaning
eyestrain and – in some cases – headache.
I do not recommend these glasses for tactical and military operations
– they have open rims and relatively small lenses, so there are gaps
on the sides and the lower part. A shell will not get through them, but
sand or similar elements will.
of course, I tested them with various headwears: from a cap, beanie,
to a helmet. they work well thanks to the low profile.
Shortly – nice eyewear for EDC and the shooting range. they are
worth buying.
Thanks to the kindness of Milad Youkhanna, the Director of the
tactical and military products Wiley X I had the possibility to test the
Guards Advanced for several months before they were released.
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the glasses are very comfortable – they have a good design and are
light, since they weigh only 28 g. the rim and the temples are elastic enough to fit well on the user’s head and, at the same time, stay
tight. the rim could be a little bit more firm, because on several occasions (especially when wearing with hearing protection) I pressed
it with my finger and unblocked the bridge when putting the glasses
on. then, I had to put the bridge again in its correct position (fortunately this was possible without the need of taking off the glasses). Since we already are mentioning this, the glasses work well with
hearing protection, despite the quite thick temples. I did not feel any
significant discomfort even after several hours of wearing them at
the shooting range with headphones.

